Measurements of profiles of the wavefront outer scale using observations of the limb of the Moon
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ABSTRACT
The wavefront outer scale is an important parameter to use when evaluating the experimental performance of large aperture telescopes. Knowledge of three-dimensional atmospheric wavefront distortions is required for specifications of multiconjugate adaptive optics systems, which are essential for observations using Extremely Large Telescopes with a wider field of view. We aim to estimate the vertical distribution of the wavefront outer scale. We analyse the angular correlation of the fluctuations of the wavefront angle of arrival, deduced from image motion of the limb of the Moon. We use a simulated annealing algorithm to deduce the height dependence of the wavefront outer scale with given $C_n^2$ profiles simultaneously measured with the scintillation detection and ranging (SCIDAR) instrument. We present results obtained during two campaigns of observation at the Mauna Kea Observatory (Hawaii) and the Observatoire de Haute Provence (France). Estimated profiles of the outer scale exhibit smaller values in the boundary layer than in the free atmosphere. Comparisons with measurements of the outer scale using the Generalized Seeing Monitor (GSM) are possible and give good agreement. We consider some implications for adaptive optics systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Astronomical images produced by a ground-based telescope are severely degraded by wavefront atmospheric propagation. Knowledge of wavefront fluctuations is very important for the design of the next generation of Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs) and long-baseline interferometers. With this knowledge it is possible to specify the basic parameters of these instruments and their subsystems, such as adaptive optics systems, wavefront tip–tilt correctors and fringe trackers, which overcome the limitations imposed by the atmosphere.

The performance and optimization of such systems are related to atmospheric conditions and notably to the amplitude of the wavefront outer scale, which gives an estimation of the spatial coherence and spatial correlation of the wavefront at large scales. This is an important parameter that influences several topics in astronomy, such as diffraction-limited cores in uncorrected images, astrometric accuracy, the stroke of deformable mirrors and interferometer operations.

The Generalized Seeing Monitor (GSM) instrument is dedicated to measurements of this outer scale (Martin et al. 1994), and several site-testing campaigns have been carried out worldwide (Ziad et al. 2000). Measurements of the outer scale have been confirmed by processing data obtained with existing high angular resolution instruments such as optical interferometers (Ziad et al. 2004; Maire et al. 2006) and adaptive optics systems (Rigaut et al. 1991; Schöck et al. 2003; Fusco et al. 2004). However, there is limited knowledge about the properties and statistics of a large-scale wavefront. The model of turbulence must be statistically validated for decametric scales. A complete approach should consider wavefront perturbations arising from all turbulent layers located at different distances from the observer. Borgnino (1990) found a theoretical relation between height-dependent outer scales and those related to wavefront perturbations entering the pupils of telescopes.

Sky coverage limitations of an adaptive optics system as a result of anisoplanatism can be improved by techniques such as turbulence tomography and multiconjugate adaptive optics (Beckers 1988; Ragazzoni, Marchetti & Valente 2000), which retrieve three-dimensional instantaneous wavefront perturbations. The fluctuations of the air refractive index, as measured by the scintillation detection and ranging (SCIDAR) instrument, give information on the contribution of the different heights to the wavefront distortions. Spatial correlations on wavefront fluctuations at a large scale and related wavefront outer scale profiles are needed to complete the evaluation of atmospheric components that intervene in the optimal design of ELTs. For example, wavefront outer scale profiles are useful to define the maximal stroke needed for mirrors optically conjugated at different altitudes of the atmosphere.

We present a monitor of wavefront outer scale profiles (MOSP), which probes the correlations of the wavefront angle of arrival (AA) of the extent of the Moon’s limb. In Section 2, we briefly review
the theoretical background related to the angular correlations of the AA used to extract outer scale profiles. In Section 3, we detail the observations of the limb of the Moon, the experimental device used and the data processing. In Section 4, we present our results, and in Section 5 we consider some implications for adaptive optics systems. In Appendix A, we examine the relations between the height-dependent outer scale and the resulting outer scale measured at ground level, depending on the experimental conditions.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Let us consider a plane wave with wavelength $\lambda$ propagating downwards through the atmosphere, towards a ground-based observer. In a thin layer between $h$ and $h + \delta h$, fluctuations in the air index, characterized by the structure constant $C_N^2$, introduce fluctuations of phase shift $\phi$. The phase power spectrum may be expressed by the von Kármán (vK) spectrum, which introduces the height-dependent structure functions, for given altitude and outer scale, calculated of AA angular decorrelations, increases with the beam separation $\theta$, where $\theta$ is defined as the mean-squared difference of the AA inner scale of the turbulence is assumed to be infinitely small and the turbulence is assumed to be isotropic, even at scales larger than the outer scale.

For geometrical optics, the AA is the normal to the wavefront at the observed point. The angular structure function $D_\alpha(\theta)$ of AA fluctuations $\alpha$ is defined as the mean-squared difference of the AA fluctuations observed in directions $r$ and $r + \theta$, $D_\alpha(\theta) = \langle [\alpha(r) - \alpha(r + \theta)]^2 \rangle$, where the brackets $\langle \rangle$ denote an ensemble average. If the AA fluctuations are averaged over unobstructed circular apertures of diameter $D$, this angular structure function is obtained, taking account of a continuous distribution of turbulence (Borgnino et al. 1992; Avila et al. 1997; Bouzid et al. 2002) as

$$D_\alpha(\theta) = 2.4 \sec(\pi) \int_0^\infty dh C_N^2(h) \int_0^\infty df \left( f^2 + \frac{1}{L_\alpha(h)^2} \right)^{-11/6} F(f, h, \theta)G(f, D)H(f, h),$$

(2)

where $f$ is the modulus of the spatial frequency $f$. The inner scale of the turbulence is assumed to be infinitely small and the turbulence is assumed to be isotropic, even at scales larger than the outer scale.

A turbulence distribution with altitude-dependent strength and outer scale can produce an integrated effect described by some average outer scale (see Appendix A).

3 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

3.1 Experimental device and observing campaigns

The telescope used during the Mauna Kea observing campaign was the 61-cm telescope of the University of Hawaii (UH), which has a 9.24-m Cassegrain focal length ($f/15.2$). For the Observatoire de Haute Provence (OHP) campaign, a 20-cm telescope ($f/15$) was used with a $\times 3$ diverging Barlow lens increasing the effective focal length of the system, thereby increasing the magnification of the instrument.

The optimal diameter of the telescope is a trade-off between the need to measure AA correlations in a large field of view and the angular resolution required for AA measurements. As there is a strong sensitivity of the AA structure function (equation 2) to the outer scale at large angular separation, we can consider a large field of view and a small diameter. However, the angular resolution, luminosity and magnification necessary tend to require a diameter in the range of 0.2–0.6 m for the instrumental set described here.

Images at the focal plane are recorded using a PixelFly CCD camera with 640 × 480 pixel matrix and (9.9 × 9.9) $\mu$m$^2$ pixel size. The dynamic range of the analogue/digital conversion is 12 bits. The readout noise is 12 e- rms and the imaging frequency is 33 Hz.
In order to freeze atmospheric effects on the image motion of the Moon’s limb, the exposure time was set to 1 or 2 ms. The spectral response of the camera is maximal for λ = 0.5 μm in a 375–550 μm range. An example of the images obtained is given in Fig. 2 with an angular resolution of 0.22 arcsec per pixel. It can be seen in this figure that wavefronts arriving from two directions separated by an angle θ have a larger intersection at a low altitude; this gives more angular AA correlations on the image plane. At an altitude h = D cos (z)/θ, the two beams are disjointed but correlations are not loose until the altitude is high enough to have the two beams separated by a distance larger than 3 pixel blocks. This function and all the parameters deduced are scaled for the zenithal direction. Fig. 4 represents several AA transverse structure measurements in order to retrieve the optical wavefront parameters.

3.2 Data processing

The first step of data processing is to retrieve accurately the AA fluctuations from the motion of the Moon’s limb. After processing on each image a flat and dark field correction, each image I(x, y) is slightly blurred with a median filter M on 3 × 3 pixel blocks. This avoids possible outliers as a result of Poisson noise or the Moon’s small features with relatively high intensity differences that can affect the detection of the limb. This type of filtering is more effective than convolution when the goal is to simultaneously reduce noise and preserve edges (Pratt 1978). Each output pixel with coordinates (x, y) contains the median value in the 3 × 3 neighbourhood around the corresponding pixel in the input image. Then, an image gradient G(x, y) is processed (Fig. 3) by convolution with a 3 × 3 Prewitt edge detector (Pratt 1978) defined as

\[ P = \begin{pmatrix} -1 & -1 & -1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \]

or -P if the y-axis points to the centre of the Moon. Different edge detectors have been tested and the Prewitt edge detector appears to be more efficient (see below). Thus, the image gradient is defined as the convolution product \( G(x, y) = P * M * I(x, y) \). When small apertures are used (i.e. in case of low photon flux level), the size of the neighbourhoods over which the differential gradients are computed should be extended. The detection of the limb position in absolute values of the image gradient is determined by a centroid calculation over columns \( k \) around each minimum at position \( m_k \) and with a window extent \( s \). The centroid \( c_k \) is the position along each column normal to the edge extent, defined as

\[ c_k = \sum_{j=m_k-s/2}^{j=m_k+s/2} j G(j, k) \left/ \sum_{j=m_k-s/2}^{j=m_k+s/2} G(j, k) \right. \]

where the minimum at position \( m_k \) of the row gradient \( G_k \) is taken as the centre of the window.

We process \( N = 2000 \) images (about 1 min of acquisition), which gives a set of limb angular positions obtained at time \( t \). In order to retrieve transverse AA fluctuations \( \alpha_\perp \) in a particular set of positions of the limb, we subtract from this set the temporal mean limb position obtained. The structure function of transverse AA fluctuation is calculated as

\[ D_{\alpha_\perp}(\Theta) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{i=N} \frac{1}{\Theta_m - \Theta} \sum_{k=\Theta_m - \Theta}^{k=\Theta_m + \Theta} \left[ \alpha_\perp(k) - \alpha_\perp(k + \Theta) \right]^2 \]

where \( \Theta \) is the angular separation in pixels and \( \Theta_m \) is the maximal extent accessible in the image (i.e. 640 pixels in our case). This differential variance calculated for each image has the practical advantage of being insensitive to the vibration effects of the telescope and tracking errors.

This function and all the parameters deduced are scaled for the zenithal direction. Fig. 4 represents several AA transverse structure functions obtained at Mauna Kea on 2005 July 17. It is possible to
measure the AA angular correlation scale $\theta_c$ as the angular separation where the AA structure function reached $e^{-1}$ of its saturation level. Our method can be affected by strong turbulence near the ground, which can give rise to an unsaturated AA structure function (see Fig. 1) in the angular extent considered. Ghedina, Ragazzoni & Baruffolo (1998) used a similar method to measure the isokinetic patch size on the edge of the Moon. As remarked by Belen’kii (2000) in the case of transverse $Z$-tilt, this correlation scale increases with the outer scale and with the telescope diameter. $\theta_c$ decreases as the optical strength located in the higher layers of the atmosphere increases (see Section 2).

Retrieving the profiles of $C_\alpha^2(h)$ and $\mathcal{L}_0(h)$ from the AA structure functions (equation 2) is a non-linear inverse problem. We use a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm to minimize the cost function $E$, defined as the sum over the angular extent of the squared difference between measured and theoretical AA structure functions $E = \sum \left[ D_{\alpha}(\theta) - D_{\alpha}(\theta) \right]^2$. This algorithm was developed to statistically find the best global fit of a non-linear non-convex cost function (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt & Vecchi 1983) and it has been recently used in the context of $C_\alpha^2(h)$ measurements (Habib et al. 2006). Its name comes from thermodynamic statistics: when the temperature of a system of particles in interaction is cooled sufficiently slowly, the system reaches a minimal energy state. Each step of the SA algorithm replaces the current solution $[C_\alpha^2(h); \mathcal{L}_0(h)]$ by a random ‘neary’ solution, chosen with a probability that depends on the variations of the cost function and on a global parameter $T$ (called temperature), which is gradually decreased during the process. The process is started with a given configuration $[C_\alpha^2(h); \mathcal{L}_0(h)]$, and elementary random perturbation is applied to the current solution. If the cost decreases, the perturbation is accepted. If the cost increases, the perturbation is not systematically rejected but accepted with a probability $p = \exp(-\Delta E/T)$, where $\Delta E$ is the cost variation. This allows saving the method from becoming stuck at local minima. In cases where $C_\alpha^2(h)$ profiles are given by SCIDAR measurements, only $\mathcal{L}_0(h)$ are perturbed. At a given temperature, each component of the solution is iteratively perturbed until a statistical equilibrium is reached. Optimization is performed by gradually decreasing the temperature in order to converge to the optimal solution.

Several parameters of this method need to be adjusted. The initial temperature is chosen in order to have 80 per cent of accepted states when random perturbation is applied. For a given temperature, the statistical equilibrium is reached when the standard deviation of the cost function over a given number of iterations is practically constant. A proportional decreasing law of temperature is chosen as $T_{k+1} = a T_k$ with $a = 0.99$ (van Laarhoven & Aarts 1987; Aarts & Korst 1989). This is not the only possible cooling schedule but it is predominantly used. The system is considered sufficiently cooled when the cost function is lower than a value $\epsilon$. This stop criterion is determined by testing the algorithm with synthetic data. This is a trade-off between the desired accuracy and the computing time constraint. The cost function gives a measure of the goodness of fit and the stop criterion of the SA algorithm ensures that a good fit has been reached for each file acquisition.

### 3.3 Error estimation

Owing to the high level of photon flux of the Moon, the exposure time (1 or 2 ms) is chosen to be short enough to freeze image motion completely and to keep a high signal-to-noise ratio. Indeed, the typical wavefront coherence time $\tau_0$ is of the order of a few milliseconds (Roddier et al. 1990). The narrow spectral band, which is a result of the response of the CCD, has no significant effect on the differential and absolute image motion (Tokovinin 2002). The subtraction of the temporal mean limb position is needed to overcome the effect of the limb curvature when retrieving AA fluctuations. The fluctuations measured are not perfectly transverse to the limb on the image border (Fig. 2), that is, $\gamma$ in equation (2) varies slightly over the limb extent. However, these variations are weak enough to be neglected given the maximal angular extent considered (140 arcsec for the Mauna Kea observations); the maximal variation is $\Delta \gamma = 4^\circ$, which gives a maximal variation lower than 0.1 per cent of the transverse AA structure function for all angular separations calculated using $\gamma = 90 \pm 4^\circ$ (equation 2). Given that the measured AA structure function for a given angular separation (equation 5) is averaged over the limb extent, the curvature effect can be neglected for all our measurements. For observations in a larger field of view, this effect should be considered as it yields up to 3 per cent of variations for a limb with an extent of 600 arcsec.

Conan et al. (2000b) found that both the theoretical and measured decorrelation times of AA fluctuations are of the order of 10 ms at La Silla. Assuming that temporal AA fluctuations are independent (imaging frequency of 33 Hz) and follow a Gaussian probability law, the statistical relative error in the calculation of AA differential variance depends on the angular separation considered (see equation 5). This is given by (Frieden 1983)

$$
1 - \frac{2}{N(\theta_{\text{max}}^2 + 1 - \theta - 1)}^{1/2},
$$

where $N$ is the number of successive images per structure function obtained and $\theta$ is the angular separation in pixels. This gives a maximal statistical error of 1.5 per cent for 1 min of acquisition in the most unfavourable case of maximal angular separation measured.

The errors in measured limb position come from the noise in light intensities: the additive readout noise of the CCD and the Poisson noise of the signal itself. Tokovinin (2002) showed that the contribution of readout noise to image motion variance is inversely proportional to the square of the (stellar) flux. Typical photon counts per pixel are 1500 for a 2-ms short exposure image of the edge. We consider that the errors due to the readout noise given the high level of the Moon’s flux are negligible.
To estimate the effect of Poisson noise on measured position, we simulate images of the Moon’s limb for several seeing conditions. The atmospheric short-exposure two-dimensional (2D) transfer function (Korff 1973), the aperture transfer function and the Fourier transform of a 2D Heaviside function are multiplied in the Fourier plane. The 2D inverse Fourier transform gives a simulated Moon’s edge and intensities are scaled to correspond with the mean intensity measured in our images of the Moon. Poisson noise is added, input pixel values being interpreted as means of Poisson distributions. Then we applied methods of edge detection described above (median filtering and centroid windowing on a Prewitt gradient) to estimate the difference in position measured between initial and noisy images. This error and the standard deviation measured in fractions of pixels is averaged over the edge extent and given for several values of \( r_0 \) in Fig. 5. The detections of AA in these atmospheric conditions are always better than one-fifth of a pixel when the Prewitt gradient operator is used for edge detection. The best accuracy is obtained with the Prewitt operator rather than other edge detectors, such as the pixel difference, gradient, Sobel and Frei–Chen as defined by Pratt (1978). Considering \( \alpha \) over the limb as an independent variable, the total differential of equation (5) is calculated for each angular separation, leading to the error in \( \alpha \). Given our angular resolution of 0.2 arcsec per pixel, this yields a maximal error of 3 per cent on the AA structure function (Fig. 4).

The resolution in altitude for the solution is chosen in order to have the same number of slices in the boundary layer and in the free atmosphere. We simulated AA structure functions with synthetic \( C^S_0(h) \) and \( L_0(h) \) profiles in order to test the SA algorithm by comparing the results obtained. The results are more reliable when unknowns are only \( L_0(h) \). Noise is enhanced by inversion, especially when the resolution in altitude is high. Simulations with noisy synthetic data show that four layers in the first few kilometres of the atmosphere and three layers of 5–6 km thickness above give reliable results. The average difference between initial profiles of the outer scale and those obtained with the SA method is about 3 m per slice. Several resolutions in altitude for the atmosphere have been tested with several slices of equal thickness. Errors on \( L_0(h) \) increase with the number of slices, being less than 1 m per slice when four slices or fewer are used. Beyond eight slices, the errors become substantial. These errors increase considerably when \( C^S_0 \) and \( L_0 \) need to be obtained simultaneously using the SA method. In this case, the optimal number of slices should not be greater than four in order to have errors on the outer scale of less than 5 m per slice.

4 RESULTS

A first observing campaign was performed at the OHP in France between 2004 November 24 and December 6. The site testing instruments GSM and SCIDAR were also observing simultaneously.

A second observation mission was carried out at the Mauna Kea Observatory in Hawaii between 2005 July 13 and 19 with simultaneous observations using the SCIDAR instrument installed at the UH 2.2-m telescope, 150 m north-east of the 0.61-m dome.

The GSM instrument measured the wavefront outer scale by measuring AA fluctuations at several points on the wavefront using four telescopes pointing at the same star. The outer scale \( L_0 \) is determined for each pair of modules (six different baselines) by computing the ratio of AA covariance to the differential AA variance. These normalized covariances are then compared to a grid of theoretical covariances calculated with the vK model for different baseline coordinates and also for several values of \( L_0 \). The adopted \( L_0 \) value is the median of the six obtained values. Ziad et al. (2000) have given a detailed description of the GSM instrument.

The generalized SCIDAR technique (Vernin & Roddier 1973; Fuchs, Tallon & Vernin 1998) is aimed at measuring \( C^S_0 \) profiles by analysing the spatial autocorrelation function of double star scintillation away from the pupil plane. The stars, separated by an angular distance \( \theta \), form two identical speckle patterns and give a peak in the autocorrelation function proportional to \( C^S_0(\theta) \).

4.1 Profiles

First, we estimate both \( C^S_0(h) \) and \( L_0(h) \) from the limb of the Moon. As the difference in altitude between the UH 0.6-m and the UH 2.2-m telescopes is about 30 m, a difference of total turbulent energy on the propagation path can occur. We increase the value of the SCIDAR \( C^S_0 \) in the lower slices until the \( C^S_0 \) integration over altitude corresponds to the initial integration of \( C^S_0(h) \) estimated with the limb of the Moon. Secondly, these modified simultaneous SCIDAR \( C^S_0 \) profiles are used with the SA algorithm in order to have only \( L_0(h) \) as unknowns. The total error expected is about 10 per cent (see Section 3.3). The vertical resolution obtained is a trade-off between the need to have a good sample of the first kilometre above the observatory and the reliability expected for the results. The time series of wavefront outer scale profiles obtained at Mauna Kea are represented in Fig. 6. Examples of profiles obtained during the OHP and Mauna Kea campaigns are given in Fig. 7. The median profiles obtained during all the missions show lower values for the...
Measurements of wavefront outer scale profiles

4.2 Integrated results

The AA angular correlation scale is deduced directly from the AA structure function (see Section 3.2) and values estimated during the run of 2005 July 17 are presented in Fig. 9. The values obtained are very close to the results found by Ghedina et al. (1998). The tilt anisoplanatism angle (Sasiela & Shelton 1993) is defined as the angle between two beams at which the wavefront phase error as a result of the tilt anisoplanatism is 1 rad (Hardy 1998). This angle, calculated with SCIDAR $C_n^2$ profiles and an infinite outer scale, is also presented (shown by asterisks). This shows good agreement between these two quantities. The tilt anisoplanatism angle gives the maximal distance over which a natural guide star should be used to solve the tilt indetermination problem inherent in laser guide star adaptive optics systems (Foy et al. 1995).

The comparison between the outer scale measured by the GSM and the integrated MOSP outer scale is appropriate, seeing that both consider the same vK model of turbulence. Fig. 10 presents comparisons obtained at the OHP where the GSM and MOSP instruments were placed at the same place, 1 m apart. Good agreement is found between these simultaneous measurements.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The design, performance and optimization of adaptive optics systems are related to considerations of atmospheric turbulence and...
Figure 10. Integrated outer scales (dotted line) deduced from outer scale profiles compared with GSM outer scales (solid line) obtained at the OHP on 2004 November 23, 24 and 28. The parameter \( n \) (equation A4), which occurs in the integration of the outer scale profile, depends on the atmospheric conditions and instrumental configuration. Because of irregular time intervals between acquisitions, these time series are ordered by successive acquisitions.

notably to the amplitude of the wavefront outer scale. Several analyses of the effects of the outer scale in terms of the Zernike decomposition of the atmospherically induced phase aberrations have been studied theoretically (Winker 1991; Sasiela & Shelton 1993; Voitsekhovich & Cuevas 1995; Conan 2000). Ragazzoni, Le Roux & Arcidiacono (2005) noted that tip–tilt aberrations for ELTs can be corrected with the same mirror used to correct higher-order modes.

Zernike phase variances using outer scale profiles and an integrated outer scale exhibit differences for the tip–tilt modes but no significant differences for higher-order modes. Fig. 11 represents the piston-removed phase variance due to the first 20 Zernike modes calculated with the method described by Winker (1991) with \( \lambda = 0.5 \) \( \mu \)m. These variances are normalized by the factor \((Df_0/3)^{−3/3}\), which explains the decrease of the curves when the diameter increases. We use mean \( C_2^2(h) \) and median \( L_0 \) profiles measured on 2005 July 17 at Mauna Kea (see Section 4) to calculate all the following quantities. If the errors are assumed to be solely the result of atmospheric aberrations, the resulting difference in the Strehl ratio is about 1.5 per cent for \( D = 8 \) m between the Strehl ratio obtained with outer scale profiles and an integrated outer scale \((n = −1/3)\) with \( \lambda = 0.5 \) \( \mu \)m and the tip–tilt being compensated.

The use of laser beacons to create artificial reference stars yields the tip–tilt indetermination problem. A natural guide star within the tilt isoplanatism patch is a solution to obtain an optimal correction but limits the sky coverage. The angular distance between the object of the observation and the tip-tilt reference star introduces an error in the correction of the wavefront distortions. Fig. 12 represents phase variances as a result of tip–tilt modes with respect to the angular separation deduced from the analytical expression found by Sasiela & Shelton (1993) and calculated for a 15-m telescope with \( \lambda = 0.5 \) \( \mu \)m. It is shown that a significant difference occurs when considering the height-dependent outer scale instead of the integrated outer scale.

Observations of the Moon’s limb using a straightforward device and small telescope apertures have allowed us to extract profiles of the wavefront outer scale and can be used to obtain a low vertical resolution of \( C_2^2 \) profiles. The outer scale profiles estimated during our observations exhibit smaller values in the boundary layer than in the free atmosphere. Comparisons with outer scale measurements using the GSM are possible and give good agreement. High angular resolution techniques could be optimized by considering the height dependence of the outer scale.
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APPENDIX A:

It will be helpful to compare the values of the outer scale found using methods that consider the outer scale height-independent as measured by the GSM instrument and height-dependent $[L_o(h)]$ as estimated in this paper observing deformations of the Moon’s limb. Within the small perturbation approximation, fluctuations produced at ground level by several turbulent layers add linearly (Roddier 1981) and their power spectra as well. Indeed, the total power spectrum is given by $W(f) = \sum \delta h W_c(h)$, where Fresnel propagation is not taken into account. In the case of the Kolmogorov model of turbulence, the resulting power spectrum at ground level is described using the same model with an optical strength that is the sum of $C^2/h$ for each altitude. However, the sum of height-dependent V K spectra are not a V K spectrum, except in the case where the outer scale is constant with height. This remark can be generalized to other usual models described, for example, by Voitekhovich (1995).

Let us consider models of observable wavefront quantities as the product of the corresponding V K spectrum by filtering functions with spectral passband range depending on experimental conditions (measured observables, aperture diameter, baselines used, etc.). As a limited portion of the V K spectrum is transmitted, it is possible to find approximative relations that relate the outer scale found with a single-layer whole atmospheric approach to a multilayer description of the atmosphere. Indeed, using the generalized binomial formula to develop the V K spectrum (equation 1) yields

$$W(f)_{f \lesssim (1/L_o)} = \epsilon(h) \sum_{k=0}^{+\infty} \left[ \frac{-(11/6)}{k} \right] f^{2k} L_c^{(1/3)+2k} \quad (A1)$$

and

$$W(f)_{f \gtrsim (1/L_o)} = \epsilon(h) \sum_{k=0}^{+\infty} \left[ \frac{-(11/6)}{k} \right] f^{-(1/3)-2k} L_c^{-2k} \quad (A2)$$

where

$$\left[ \frac{-(11/6)}{k} \right] = \frac{-[(11/6) - 1] \cdots [-11/6 - k + 1]}{k!}$$

is the binomial coefficient and $\epsilon(h) = 0.38 \lambda^{-2} C^2(h) \delta h$. If several layers are considered, it gives for spatial frequencies $f \lesssim \inf [1/(L_o(h))]$, the exact relation for the total power spectrum:

$$W(f) = \sum_{k=0}^{+\infty} \left[ \frac{-(11/6)}{k} \right] f^{2k} \sum_{h} \epsilon(h) L_0(h)^{(1/3)+2k}. \quad (A3)$$

A first-order expansion of this equation gives

$$L_0 \approx \left[ \frac{\sum_{h} \delta h C^2(h) L_0(h)^{1/3}}{\sum_{h} \delta h C^2(h)} \right]^{1/n1} \quad (A4)$$

with $n = 11/3$. When $\delta h$ tends to zero, this relation can be extrapolated in a continuous integral form on height $h$. When outer scales are deduced from observable wavefront quantities, equation (A4) with $n = 11/3$ is appropriate for low-pass filtering functions. For spatial frequencies $f \gtrsim \sup [1/(L_o(h))]$, equation (A2), the resulting spectrum is described well by the Kolmogorov model. For intermediate frequencies of the total spectrum, the relation between outer scales depends on the values of $C^2(h)$ and $L_0(h)$. For large telescopes, or long baseline instruments, the low-frequency part of the spectrum is preponderant in the integral calculus of wavefront quantities. The aperture filter function G (equation 2) cancels out higher frequencies as the aperture increases and the function f (equation 2) is a high-pass filter. Fig. A1 represents AA power spectra for two layers.
The phase structure function is often used in the statistical description of wavefront aberrations. Conan et al. (2000a) found three asymptotic formulations of the phase structure function averaged over small apertures). 

\( D_{\phi}^k (B) = 6.88 \left( \frac{B}{r_0} \right)^{5/3} \left[ 1 - 1.49 \left( \frac{B}{L_0} \right)^{1/3} \right] \).

(i) \( D \ll B \ll \frac{L_0}{\pi} \):

\( D_{\phi}^k (B) = 0.06 \left( \frac{D}{r_0} \right)^{5/3} \left( \frac{D}{L_0} \right)^{-11/3} \).

(ii) \( D \ll \frac{L_0}{\pi} \ll B \):

\( D_{\phi}^k (B, h) = 2.91 \left( \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \right)^2 C_n^2 (h) \delta h B^{2/3} \times \left[ 1 - 1.49 \left( \frac{B}{L_0(h)} \right)^{1/3} \right] \).

(iii) \( \frac{L_0}{\pi} \ll D \ll B \):

\( D_{\phi}^k (B, h) = 0.072 \left( \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \right)^2 C_n^2 (h) \delta h L_0 (h)^{5/3} \).

If we consider these valid for each altitude \( h \) and substitute equation (3) into equation (A5), we have the following.

(i) \( D \ll B \ll \frac{L_0(h)}{\pi} \):

\( D_{\phi}^k (B, h) = 2.91 \left( \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \right)^2 C_n^2 (h) \delta h B^{2/3} \times \left[ 1 - 1.49 \left( \frac{B}{L_0(h)} \right)^{1/3} \right] \).

(ii) \( D \ll \frac{L_0(h)}{\pi} \ll B \):

\( D_{\phi}^k (B, h) = 0.072 \left( \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \right)^2 C_n^2 (h) \delta h L_0 (h)^{5/3} \).

(iii) \( \frac{L_0(h)}{\pi} \ll D \ll B \):

\( D_{\phi}^k (B, h) = 0.025 \left( \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \right)^2 C_n^2 (h) \delta h \frac{1}{D^2} L_0 (h)^{11/3} \).

In the first case, when \( D \ll B \ll \frac{L_0(h)}{\pi} \) for all \( h \), equation (A4) is found with \( n = -1/3 \). This relation was found first by Borgnino (1990). It is appropriate for high values of the outer scale (i.e. when stronger layers are well described by the Kolmogorov model and for average over small apertures).

When \( \frac{L_0(h)}{\pi} \ll D \ll B \) for all \( h \), the total phase structure function deduced from item (iii) of equation (A6) yields equation (A4) with \( n = 5/3 \). This relation is appropriate, for example, for large apertures as ELTs.

When \( D \ll \frac{L_0(h)}{\pi} \ll B \) for all \( h \) is verified, the total phase structure function is given by equation (A4) with \( n = 5/3 \). The different regimes of equation (A6) imply that the relation between the vertical profiles of the outer scale and the ‘single layer’ outer scale depends on experimental conditions. Fig. 13 shows how the AA power spectra obtained with these three different outer scale relations fit the sum of the two-layer spectra. The integrand of the structure function (equation 2) is well fitted depending on the spatial frequency passband range of the filter functions as a result of experimental configurations and atmospheric conditions.
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